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POETRY

The World and the Self Through Another’s Eyes

BY DAV ID DA NOFF

T
here’s a school of criticism that prefers to read 
poems as though the identity of the author doesn’t 
matter. And there’s another approach that assumes 
the poet’s identity is paramount and poems can be 

taken as authentic expressions of the author’s race, gender, 
religion, or sexuality. Neither approach accounts for the 
poet’s ability to shape the way identity is expressed in the 
work. There are many factors to consider. Should the poems 
construct a narrative, and should the speaker of the poems 
be depicted playing a role in that narrative? Should recogniz-
ably personal details be included? How much tactile, physi-
cal reality should be embodied in the poems? How much 
personal “voice” should the poems have? 

One of the first questions a reader tends to ask is: “Who’s 
writing this, and why?” The answers suggested within the 
work help to frame how the work will be read. Three recent 
debut collections by young poets undertake different ways of 
representing the self within their poetry and using it as a tool 
to comment on pressing contemporary issues.

In Look, Solmaz Sharif offers a defiant meditation on 
America’s military actions in the Middle East, anti- Muslim 
prejudice, and the dehumanizing effects of warfare and vio-
lence. She tells stories of refugees, detainees, casualties, and 
survivors through fragmentary details and scraps of disem-
bodied quotation. Some seem to be drawn directly from her 
own life and family history, while others seem to be reported 
or even fictional — but they’re blended together. 

The speaker of these poems is the daughter of Iranian émi-
grés, raised in the West, but also a person moving through 
a war zone, identifying bodies, clearing rubble; an angry 
observer of America’s post- 9/11 landscape from her vantage 
point in California, and also the lover of an inmate in Guan-
tánamo, writing him tender letters scored with censored 
white spaces. In effect, she merges her identity with all who 
have suffered; she makes her voice speak for them all.

One of Sharif’s major concerns is the use and misuse of 
language by those who wield power. Throughout the book, 
words and phrases from the Defense Department’s Diction-
ary of Military and Associated Terms are incorporated into 
the text, in all caps. Seemingly benign words take on sinis-
ter overtones when cast as military lingo, and the reader is 

drawn up short, wondering what specific meaning something 
like “THRESHOLD OF ACCEPTABILITY” or “READY PO-
SITION” must have. Sharif describes a romantic moment in 
“Dear INTELLIGENCE JOURNAL”:

We were FRIENDLY beneath the gazebo’s LATTICE . . . a 

LOW VISIBILITY

OPERATION, which is what my OVER- THE- HORIZON

RADAR was telling me.

The omnipresence of these terms, and the way they break 
into the text at seemingly random moments, suggests the 
way the language of warfare — intended to obscure and to 
distance us from the reality of state- sanctioned violence — in-
filtrates the language we all use, blurring our perceptions, 
and corrupting our judgment. In “Perception Management,” 
the entire poem consists of a list of code names of military 
operations:

ALOHA * FOCUS * FLOODLIGHT * HARVEST LIGHT 

* RED LIGHT * RED BULL * PITBULL * BRUTUS * 

HERMES * SLEDGEHAMMER * GRIZZLY FORCED 

ENTRY * VACANT CITY * RIVERWALK

The names are by turns aggressive, whimsical, jingoistic, 
and deceptively gentle, highlighting the uneasy ability of 
language to both reveal and obscure, to evoke and deceive. 
Sharif is hyper- aware of her own responsibility as a poet to 
name things rightly, and the poems enact a constant struggle 
between irony and sincerity. The title poem, “Look,” begins:

It matters what you call a thing: Exquisite a lover called me. 

Exquisite.

Whereas Well, if I were from your culture, living in this coun-

try, said the man outside the 2004 Republican National 

Convention, I would put up with that for this country;

Whereas I felt the need to clarify: You would put up with 

TORTURE, you mean and he proclaimed: Yes;

Sharif refuses to sugarcoat anything. In “Family of Scat-
terable Mines,” when an elderly relative or friend wonders 
about her ailing brother “does this mean he will die?” Sharif’s 
response is unflinching: “I say yes / without worrying it will 
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Three poets’ different uses of identity remind us that what we 

see is impacted by the windows out of which we look.
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adds one line to a poem in progress, without knowing more 
than the immediately preceding line):

I had a nightgown once, which

became a jellyfish

so in order to wear it I had to go down:

to punch myself into the form

the content required,

to hunker like a boulder under

immeasurable pressure, as when

minerals are transformed

into their reverse.

The effect is playful, but also shot through with anxiety 
and distress. Bodies are unstable; the self can be unstable. 
Sexuality is both alluring (promising connection) and dis-
turbing (threatening difference). Banias’s poems describe an 
unhappy girl transitioning to become a boy, and they’re con-
stantly observing other boys or men, and observing the self, 
and making comparisons. In “Morphology”:

In mirrors, I eyed me;

in storefront glass, in lakes. Touched tip of I to tip

to make a loop. This way, I felt both long and bunched. I felt 

like guts

some vultures who were me tore at.

I stood against a wall, under consideration, a paint chip

taped there, half- unseen;

The self is provisional, a series of attempts, forever in pro-
cess. It’s also a screen for playing out general social stereo-
types or clichés. “An Arrow” begins:

Too often I’d like some direction

but am ashamed of this fact, still I ask for it

though men are supposed to be bad at admitting

they’re lost, why men agree

to fulfill this is lost on me.

The poem meanders through a discussion of the limiting 
binary conception of gender, then discusses pronouns, then 
discusses neighbors, and a “badly pruned bush / across the 
street,” considers the inequality of the landscape, the mix of 
ugliness and beauty, remembers a cousin (“who once cared 
about art now he’s a depressed socialist / vaguely entrepre-
neurial by necessity, as once I was / a slutty teenage girl they 
now call Sir”), and ends with the rambunctious neighbor-
hood kids:

I saw one kid the other day point a phone

from their window into mine to take a photo of me I wanted 

to take

one in response as reminder that hey it’s a window

not a mirror and the object talks back

break her.” She describes herself arriving at this approach 
to writing poetry almost unwillingly, as though it had been 
wrenched out of her or forced upon her. In “Desired Appre-
ciation,” she says:

Until now, now that I’ve reached my thirties:

All my Muse’s poetry has been harmless:

American and diplomatic: a learned helplessness

Is what psychologists call it: my docile, desired state.

“Learned helplessness” leads her to a reflection on torture 
victims, on the forced tubal feeding, and on the minimal 
medical attention provided to ensure they survive. Then 
she reflects sarcastically on the sort of minimal attention 
provided to lift a nation’s spirit by political leaders: “Must 
fistbump a janitor. Must muss up / Some kid’s hair and let 
him loose / Around the Oval Office.” She compares herself 
to John Brown on the scaffold, looking out at a country both 
beautiful and guilty, then concludes with a scrap of dialogue 
between herself and a psychiatrist:

“So you feel dangerous?” she said.

Yes.

“So you feel like a threat?”

Yes.

In a world where her family, friends, and co- religionists 
are presumed to be dangerous, she takes on this role in her 
work: she becomes the voice of the mistrusted aliens, the 
grudgingly accepted refugees, the families fractured and 
scattered, and those whose friends or loved ones have been 
caught up in the system of rendition, incarceration, and tor-
ture. She becomes dangerous, writing a poetry intended to 
sting. Whatever your previous views on this subject matter, 
Sharif’s uncompromising work is likely to raise some uncom-
fortable questions and compel some fresh thinking. This is a 
fierce, unforgettable book.

The poems of Ari Banias, by contrast, use the identity of 
the speaker as a tool to probe, and place it as one of the chief 
objects of investigation. Throughout Anybody, the voice is 
heavy and close, intimate, chatty, a stream of consciousness. 
In a sense, the poems all take place inside the speaker’s head, 
pursuing ideas sparked by the passing impressions made by 
scenery or events as they register on his consciousness. It’s an 
intensely subjective — not to say narcissistic — poetry, and yet 
Banias is obsessed with the commonality of experience. He’s 
perennially focused on his own body, its frailties and urges, 
and especially its gender presentation, but he’s also always 
drawing connections between observations of his own and 
everyone’s bodies. How does everyone make sense of what 
they feel, how do they forge an identity in the world? How do 
they find ways to bridge the incomprehension and selfishness 
that so often come between us?

Banias’s poems move by associative leaps, as in “Exquisite 
Corpse” (named for a literary game in which each person 
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standing, waiting, at the overpass edge,

the onlooker couldn’t decide

until the end, or even then,

what was revealed and what had been hidden.

Klug’s austerely beautiful poems are much quieter and 
less demonstrative than those by Sharif or Banias, but that 
doesn’t mean they lack engagement with the world. There is 
violence in these poems, as well as sadness and longing, sick-
ness and suffering. But experience is purified to abstraction; 
emotions are isolated, tested. Rather than a model of the 
self, with all of its headlong rages and passions as it crashes 
through an obstacle course of injustice and interpersonal 
conflict, Klug’s poems enact the steady and patient move-
ment of a mind doing the slow, diligent, necessary work to 
achieve understanding.

In “Observer,” he describes a woman identified as K. (who 
seems to be his wife, but is never explicitly identified as such) 
observed unawares as she pedals through an intersection 
across from where he stands. He reflects on the dual nature 
of light, “the fact that photons // turn into tiny loyal billiard 
balls, / as soon as we start watching,” and what this suggests 
about “an invisibly unstable world, // a shaking everywhere / 
that seeing must pin down and fix.” The speaker doesn’t call 
out or in any way interfere with the scene. He’s not seeking 
to capture or memorialize the moment, whether for personal 
or aesthetic reasons, so much as to cite it as an example: one 
more transient moment. And what can we do in the face of 
impermanence? He concludes with something close to mo-
nastic renunciation:

there has to be a kind of speech

beyond naming, or even praise,

a discipline

that locates light and lets it go.

In their different ways, each of these books depends on the 
reader’s sense of the identity of the speaker to inform the way 
the poems are understood. Sharif and Banias depict them-
selves — or personas that we are led to believe are very simi-
lar to themselves — as participants in active debates about 
(respectively) refugees, torture, and the War on Terror, and 
social conflict, cultural alienation, and transgender experi-
ence. Klug chooses a different route, eluding efforts to read 
his work as biography in favor of a more generalized presen-
tation of thought and experience that could occur to anyone. 
He creates a sort of vacant space for the reader to step into. 
And the reader does step in: all three of these books offer a 
window on particular experience with universal resonance. 
They show us the world through another’s eyes, making us 
see our own place in it differently. ■

Windows are as central to Banias as mirrors. What he 
wants more than anything is to bridge divides, and his task 
in these poems is — in part — to offer an unobstructed view of 
himself. Sometimes this involves a certain degree of voyeur-
ism. “At Any Given Moment” concludes:

             I’m watching myself

watch TV in the heat in my underwear from the next build-

ing over, and

honestly, I seem overly angry.

   I think we should talk.  Can we all come to our 

windows?

By putting on display his unruly thoughts, his random as-
sociations, his nagging worries, his shame, his lust, his ten-
der hopes, he offers the reader an account of one person in 
the world, doing his best to make sense of the often senseless. 
By zooming in as close as possible, these poems paradoxically 
broaden to encompass the experience of “anybody.”

Another way to present the self in poetry is by not present-
ing it at all. The poems in Nate Klug’s Anyone could be de-
scribed as “egoless.” They’re quiet, thoughtful, self- effacing. 
Like Banias, Klug is very interested in how people relate to 
one another. But he takes himself out of the equation. The 
poems record the ideas or impressions made by observations 
of landscape, weather, traffic, etc., but the tone is far more 
serene than Banias, the voice is far less chatty and intimate. 
The reader is being invited to peer through a nearly transpar-
ent pane of glass, to see what the poet sees, standing where 
the poet stands, without thinking about the poet as a per-
son in his own right. The experience is often spiritual, in a 
slightly elusive way, as in “Gift”:

Not easy ever

once you have been shocked

to place your index finger

on exactly the same spot

yet you are compelled,

indulged (by whom?), into

repeating yourself — you

who have been called

There’s an air of mystery in these poems, a sense of weighty 
things being worked out, but at a distance. At times there are 
specific details, but they don’t contribute to characterizing 
the speaker of the poems. They seem to function more as ge-
neric markers, placeholders for whatever details the reader 
might supply from his or her own life. “Milton’s God” begins: 
“Where I- 95 meets The Pike, / a ponderous thunderhead 
flowered.” But the poem shies away from subjectivity, never 
dipping into the messy experience of the person who actually 
stands there getting wet, hearing the crack of thunder and 
the roar of passing cars. Instead, there’s a quote by Milton, 
then an equivocal observation:
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